Bon Coeur Fine Wines is proud to be the supplier of wines to The Timble Inn. Bon Coeur Fine Wines
is one of the leading, award winning, independent wine specialists in the UK.
Established in 1994, family owned and run for over 25 years. Situated at Melsonby in the Heart of
the North Yorkshire Countryside. A talented, professional team who are passionate about quality and
service. Bon Coeur put quality first and have over a 1000 wines to choose from, ranging from entry
level to first growths, old and new world wines. Wines are selected on quality and value with each
vintage personally tasted by the team. Bon Coeur's knowledge has helped to create The Timble Inn's
wine list of superb wines that match the food they produce, every 6 months the list is reviewed to
suit the seasonal style changes on the menu, working closely with the head sommelier and chefs, the
wines by the glass offer a diverse range of flavours to suit most dishes on the menu.
Please enjoy these wines at your own leisure and if you want to order some of them please visit
www.bcfw.co.uk or telephone Alex Bussey on 07814 597539.

CREATORS OF WORLD-RENOWNED ENGLISH SPARKLING WINE
Situated in the rural heart of the South of England, Nyetimber use only the finest estate-grown fruit to craft their awardwinning world-renowned wines. Created using the traditional method of sparkling wine production, their meticulously crafted
wines combine science and artistry – all in the pursuit of perfection.

Nyetimber Classic Cuvée, England

Magnum

Half Bottle

125ml

Bottle

130.00

35.00

9.95

55.00

The signature wine of Nyetimber is a classic blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, and Pinot Meunier and is a perfect balance of elegance and
intensity. The blend includes wines from all their vineyards and also from several vintages. The pale-golden hue and fine bubbles make their
flagship Classic Cuvee Multi-Vintage the ideal occasion-ready drink – whether it’s toasting a big birthday or simply finishing a busy week.
Following extensive ageing in their cellar (usually more than three years), their Classic Cuvee Multi-Vintage has distinctive toasty and spicy
aromas. A palate of honey, almond, pastry and baked apples gives it a hint of decadence. Intense yet delicate, elegant yet complex – it’s no
wonder it’s consistently crowned one of the best English sparkling
wines.

Nyetimber Rosé, Multi-Vintage

11.50

65.00

A textured and generous rosé with a core of bright red fruit, evoking the English summer. This beautiful sunset-pink Multi-Vintage rosé has
us dreaming of long, sunny days. Offering a unique combination of aromas, including British summer fruits and shortbread. Its creamy, round
texture and refreshing redcurrant, raspberry and cherry flavours give it an elegant and silky finish.

Nyetimber Cuvee Chérie

9.95

55.00

A wine designed with food very much in mind, the Cuvee Chérie Multi-Vintage was initially made to complement delicate British desserts, but
it is equally well-suited to gently spiced and fragrant savoury dishes. This cuvee has the delicate sweetness of honey notes, balanced with
pure citrus lemon and tangerine flavours and a refreshing minerality. Elegant, delicate and fresh, it works particularly well with richer foods.

Nyetimber Blanc de Blancs 2013

79.00

An elegant wine of complexity and delicacy. A wine aged for a longer time on the lees to develop classic brioche and vanilla aromas. Blancs
de Blancs holds a special place in the vinery’s heart as the first style of wine they ever produced, back in 1992. This 2013 has an enticing
golden colour, tiny bubbles and delicate aromas. Aromas of fresh citrus are balanced with floral notes, and leading on to a rich pastry and
brioche
characters.
Toasty
and
complex
–
as
classic
Blanc
de
Blancs
should
be.

Tillington Single Vineyard 2013

120.00

This rare and refined wine shows the exceptional Pinot Noir character of one of our their celebrated vineyards. The Tillington Single
Vineyard comes in limited quantities and is only produced in specific vintages. Light gold and hints of silver with minuscule bubbles and even
more beautiful to taste, its aromas encapsulate the toasted topping of crème brûlée and meringue, building into strawberry and cherry in
the glass. Flavours of mandarin and pastry lead to a vanilla flavour, ensuring it is both long and balanced with an underlying power.

CHAMPAGNE

Bottle

Jacques Boncoeur Brut Reserve Champagne, France

55.00

Offers great value, made in a dry style with classic apple and citrus fruit flavours and delicious freshness. This wine has given many Grand
Marque Champagnes a run for their money in recent blind tastings. Crafted from 88 percent Pinot Noir and 12 percent Chardonnay, this
superb celebration wine offers rich depth and structure alongside finely tuned finesse and elegance.

Jacques Boncoeur Brut Rosé Champagne, France

65.00

Off-dry style in a blend of 65 percent Pinot Noir and 35 percent Chardonnay. Bursting with classic red berry fruit and citrus on the palate,
and a delicate, full-bodied, lingering finish. Beautiful flavour with an engaging natural freshness.

Billecart Salmon Brut Champagne, France

72.00

The Billecart Salmon Brut Reserve Champagne is a light, harmonious champagne, and one of the best of the Grand Marques. Crafted from
a blend of Chardonnay and Pinot Meunier, with a touch of Pinot Noir, this is lively and sophisticated Champagne with a charming elegance
and a sumptuous long finish.

Pol Roger Brut NV

75.00

Pol Roger Brut Reserve Champagne is consistently fresh, vibrant and classy with generous crisp green apple fruit and well-balanced acidity.
Always hits the mark and has excellent all-round quality; legendary as Sir Winston Churchill's favourite morning tipple.

Billecart Salmon Brut Rosé Champagne, France

99.00

This charming Rose Champagne has a history stretching back seven generations amongst the family winemakers of the house of BillecartSalmon. Rich and full of bright red fruit and a light, clean citrus freshness, this famous Champagne is a blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier
and Pinot Noir. Elegant and very refined, from one of the few remaining family-owned Grand Marque houses.

Pol Roger Sir Winston Churchill 2008

185.00

Champagne Pol Roger created their Prestige Cuvée in homage to Sir Winston Churchill mindful of the qualities that he sought in his
Champagne; robustness, a full-bodied character and relative maturity. The exact blend is a closely guarded family secret but it is undeniable
that the composition would meet with the approval of the man to whom it is dedicated : "My tastes are simple, I am easily satisfied with
the best". Pinot Noir predominates, providing structure, breadth and robustness whilst Chardonnay contributes elegance, finesse and
subtlety. Composed exclusively of grapes sourced from Grands Crus Pinot Noir and Chardonnay vineyards which were already under vine
during Churchill's lifetime. Cuvée Sir Winston Churchill is only made in thevery best vintages and is always released later than the other
vintage dated Champagnes from Pol Roger, marking Churchill's appreciation for older wines.

FINE & RARE WINES

WHITE WINES
Vincent Girardin Meursault 2015 Vieilles Vignes, Burgundy, France

Bottle

95.00

Vincent Girardin continues the winemaking tradition of his father and grandfather before him, with a significant difference. The energetic
and innovative Girardin has greatly expanded the number of appellations in his domaine either through inheritance, purchasing the land, or
a system of leasing called "fermage". Vincent concentrates on the lesser-known appellations of the Côte de Beaune, which offer spectacular
bargains, but in the past few years has added a stunning array of premier cru and grand cru wines from the most famous appellations in the
Côte d’Or. The wine itself has a forward nose with tropical and stone fruits. Gorgeous, creamy texture on the palate. Complex with luscious
peach and apricot fruits with a touch of wild honeycomb, wonderful balance and purity. Touch more exotic fruit and spice on the finish. A
real charmer.

Puligny-Montrachet Le Trezin G.Thomas 2017, Burgundy, France

95.00

Puligny-Montrachet is regularly referred to as the “greatest white wine commune on earth” providing the best expressions of Chardonnay.
The Le Trezin vineyard is located high on the hill overlooking the village itself, with a total of 0.57 hectares of vines planted between 1973
and 1978 bordering the Premier Crus of Sous les Puits and La Garenne. The wines have a beautiful, floral bouquet and are well-balanced with
great complexity.

RED WINES
Chateau Clinet, Pomerol 2012, Bordeaux

145.00

The prestigious Pomerol estate of Chateau Clinet delivered a humdinger of a wine in 2012, with incredible depth of fruit and really powerful,
full-bodied character. The blend is 90 percent Merlot, fleshed out with Cabernet Franc and Cabernet Sauvignon and is very accessible now.
Serious, concentrated black fruit nose yet with a wonderful vibrancy that adds serious class. Plenty of power on the palate with a serious ‘wow
factor’ yet slightly polished, seductive style and creamy texture from the new oak. Backbone of fused red and black fruit that is integrated with
a juicy mid-palate and subtle spice that flows onto a long savoury, sweet black fruit finish and fine tannins.

Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf-du-Pape 2004, Rhone, France

110.00

2004 was an unsung, but exceptional vintage with small yields due to high winds and the after-effects of the previous vintage`s heatwave.
Definitely a wine to recommend, with bright fruit and a soft palate lifted by highly attractive tannin and a silky mouthfeel, all tied together by
a lingering, `more please` finish. Considered one of the great wines of France, Chateau de Beaucastel is known for its sophistication, balance
and beautifully concentrated fruit. Beaucastel has organically cultivated all the 13 permitted varieties of Chateauneuf-du-Pape since the 1960s
and in varying degrees, these grapes create the Beaucastel blend – a rich, heady mix that is at the vanguard of this famous appellation.

Chateau Calon-Segur, Saint-Estephe 1995

225.00

The 1995 Calon-Segur was the vintage that raised the profile of this estate and heralded the start of the late Mme Gasqueton's era. At 20 years
of age, it shows no signs of reaching the end of its plateau. Far from it. It has an endearing bouquet that still seems youthful: brambly red fruit,
asphalt and a light marine influence. Allowing the wine to open, there is a subtle winegum scent. The palate is medium-bodied with supple
tannin, impressive depth and backbone, the second half having mellowed in recent years, rendering this approachable; hints of secondary
truffle and smoke notes emerging with aeration. It is one that seems to become more and more impressive with age. Robert Parker rightly
lauded this Calon-Ségur at the time of release. Twenty years on, it is fulfilling all its promise.

Maison Roche de Bellene Chambolle-Musigny Vieilles Vignes Villages 2015

140.00

The commune of Chambolle Musigny is often said to provide the most delicate wines of the Cotes de Nuits. The area is roughly square in shape
with a slight lip that points south toward Beaune where a high percentage of limestone and a distinct lack of clay dominate the terroir. As a
result the wines are lighter in structure with real elegance and aromatic purity. Rich nose with slightly perfumed, bright summer berry fruits.
Richer, more luscious style that gives the wine a gorgeous velvety texture. Backbone of blackcurrants and damson with plenty of freshness and
vibrancy. Generous, slightly savoury, long autumn berry finish with fine tannins. Impressive and well crafted

Gaja Pieve Santa Restituta Brunello di Montalcino 2008

180.00

Richly fruited with a lush, fragrant bouquet, there is a lot to this wine which reveals the profound, complex notes of a warmer, more exotic
vintage in Montalcino. The nose offers up black cherry, kirsch liquor, cherry blossom perfume, and vanilla and licorice stick. There is a massive
textural concentration and opulence immediately evident. This might be a first date but it’s not a wine shy to reveal all its assets. Vibrant layers
of raisined black cherry, cranberry and forest strawberries emerge in a luxurious, opulent, hedonistic expression.

Louis Latour Corton Grand Cru 2011

145.00

Without a doubt one of the best value Grand Cru wines from Burgundy. Louis Latour owns small parcels in Clos du Roi, Les Bressandes, Les
Greves and Les Perrieres. There is not enough to make single vineyard wines so they skillfully blend it together to make a straight Corton Grand
Cru. Savoury and rich, with evolved fruit and a complex earthy character. Matured for 12 months in oak barrels.

WHITE WINES

House White Wine: La Bastille Blanc, VDP, France

125ml

175ml

Bottle

4.95

6.25

-

6.50

8.00

29.00

6.50

8.00

29.00

6.50

8.00

30.00

Made in the Ardeche region near the Rhone Valley, its bright fruit and fresh acidity shows that great
Chardonnay from France is not restricted to just one region.

Ardeche Chardonnay, Louis Latour, 2017 France
Made in the Ardeche region near the Rhone Valley, its bright fruit and fresh acidity shows that great
Chardonnay from France is not restricted to just one region.

Pinot Blanc, Joseph Cattin, 2016, Alsace, France
Clear, pale lemon yellow colour with some green hues. Clean, crisp green apple nose, with notes
of white flowers. Delicious and easy-to-drink, bright, fresh and fruity with pleasant floral fragrance.

Sauvignon Blanc, Touraine, 2018 Loire, France
Fresh, classic green fruit style with underlying citrus and hints of floral characters.

The Pavillion’ Chenin Blanc, Boschendal, 2019 South Africa

28.00

Chenin Blanc grows particularly well in the warm South African sun, and this version shows the
hallmark red tropical fruit and juicy, fresh citrus.

Tempranillo Blanco, Finca Manzanos, Rioja, Spain

31.00

This white wine from the Rioja is richly fruited with a terrific line of fresh, natural acidity. Full of
fresh citrus and toasty oak, with intense white stone fruit flavours.

Riesling, Villa Wolf, 2018 Pfalz, Germany

30.00

This medium-bodied dry Riesling has lovely flavours of peach and stone, with a hint of apricot.
Nicely balanced acidity gives it a juicy grip.

Viognier Viu Manent, Secret, 2017 Chile

31.00

A vibrant Latin makeover of Viognier, bursting with bold exotic stone fruit flavour and delicate white
flowers. This is a wine with structure and tremendous personality from vines with an average age of 14 years.

Sauvignon Blanc/Verdejo, Dona Victorina, 2018 Spain

27.50

Delicate aromas of white flowers and tropical fruit with a hint of minerality. Alluring on the palate with a long finish.

Sauvignon Blanc, Taringi, 2019 Marlborough, New Zealand

36.00

Lifted notes of gooseberry and ripe guava on the nose and a beautifully fresh, crisp palate that is
fruity yet dry on the finish.

Gewurztraminer, Joseph Cattin, 2018 Alsace, France

36.00

This classic Alsace Gewurztraminer is the perfect partner for spicy cuisine, loaded with exotic
fruit and rose petal flavours, with a spicy, long lasting finish.

Macon Lugny ‘Les Genievres’ Louis Latour, 2018 Burgundy, France

39.50

Bright pale yellow colour. The nose reveals citrus notes such as grapefruit and lemon.
The mouth is ample and gourmet with yellow fruits, citrus and muscat notes. A very fresh finish.

Albariño, Pazos de Lusco, Rías Baixas, 2018 Spain
A vibrant, bright, and full-bodied Albariño. It has a powerful nose with aromas of fresh herbs,
tropical fruits and floral tones.

38.00

WHITE WINES
Bottle

Gavi, Principessa Gavia, Castello Banfi, 2018 Piemonte, Italy

38.00

This wine is well balanced with gentle acidity and intense fruit flavours of pineapple and
green apple. A delicate, dry finish.

De Loach Heritage Reserve Chardonnay, 2017 California, USA

39.00

Gorgeous, textural biodynamic California Chardonnay with sophisticated tropical flavours and
orange citrus characters, all wrapped up with a highly appealing nutty, creamy feel.

Chablis Drouhin, 2018 Burgundy, France

42.00

An elegant wine. Brilliant colour, with hints of green. Typical Chablis nose, where aromas of citrus (lemon)
fern and even salty sensations predominate. On the palate: vigorous and lively, but in a soft mode.

Sancerre, Langlois Chateau, 2018 Loire, France

45.00

Loads of gooseberry and passion fruit, with that characteristic flinty, fresh acidity. Vibrant, delicious
and recommended.

Chablis 1er Cru, Fourchaume, Seguinot-Bordet, 2018 Burgundy, France

65.00

Very pretty pale golden yellow in colour. The taste is perfect harmony of maturity,
mellowness and vivacity.

Pouilly Fume, Domaine Ladoucette, 2017, Loire France

75.00

Notes of stony minerals and lemon give the wine a beautiful structure balanced by a fruity roundness,
with a finish marked by hints of citrus fruits.

Chablis Grand Cru ‘Les Preuses’, Chablisienne, 2015 Burgundy, France

90.00

Pale gold in colour, a limpid and brilliant wine. Initially complex on the nose subtly revealing spices, vanilla
and oak. On aeration, fresh, yellow, ripe fruits are evident. Great persistence.

Pinot Grigio, San Angelo, Castello Banfi, 2018 Tuscany, Italy,

49.00

Fresh bouquet with notes of pear, peach, anise and honey. The palate is fruity and crisp, very refreshing.

ROSÉ WINES
Malbec Rosé, Viu Manent, 2019 Colchagua, Chile

125ml

175ml

Bottle

6.50

8.00

29.00

6.50

8.00

29.00

A vibrant, full-flavoured and dry rose, crafted from the spicy Malbec grape.

Pinot Noir Rosé,Villa Wolf, 2018 Pfalz, Germany
Off-dry rose packed full of strawberries and red berries. Vibrant acidity, very refreshing.

Le Saint André Rosé, Provence, 2018/19 France

35.00

Pale, rose petal hue. Creamy complexity, mid-weight palate with classic Provence spice and
almost a silky texture on the finish.

Rock Angel Rose, Chateau D’Esclans, 2019 Provence France
An engaging freshness with vibrant red fruits. Succulent, precise and pure palate with a slightly tart finish but
the minerality shines through and the gently silky texture is charming

69.00

RED WINES

House Red Wine: Merlot, Origen, Central Valley, Chile

125ml

175ml

Bottle

4.95

6.25

-

7.25

9.50

36.00

6.75

8.25

32.00

6.90

8.50

34.00

Deep cherry red in colour, black and red fruit dominate the nose with spiced notes and a hint of smoke.
The wine delivers a medium bodied, fruity palate consisting of a pleasing texture.

Col di Sasso, Castello Banfi, 2018 Tuscani, Italy
Black cherries and spice on the palate with soft tannins, delivering persistent black-fruit flavours and
subtle hints of smoke, with a lingering finish.

Malbec Classico, Kaiken, 2018 Mendoza, Argentina
Rich, dark and full-bodied with mature black forest fruits and a hint of spice, married to soft
vanilla flavours as a result of ageing in French Oak.

Pinot Noir, Domaine de Valmoissine, Louis Latour, 2016 France
Bright, full-flavoured fruit and generous acidity. With subtle tannin and juicy red fruit.

Pinotage, Sumaridge, 2015 South Africa

38.50

Black cherry, cassis and black plum dominant nose. Powerful and structured yet elegant due to the purity
of ripe fruit, velvety smooth tannins and balanced oak integration.

Cabernet Sauvignon, Baron Philippe de Rothschild, 2017 Saint-Laurent-Medoc, France

27.50

Ripe and powerful sweet pepper and blackcurrant flavours over a well-integrated and elegant, tannic
structure.

Carmenere, Secret, Viu Manent, Colchagua Valley, 2017 Chile

31.00

Viu Manent Secret Carmenere is complex, fruity and spicy on the nose, with black pepper and cherries & a
subtle note of tobacco. It has a complex elegant fruity palate full of plums, with rounded tannins and a
lingering finish.

Paolo Leo Primitivo di Manduria, Puglia, 2016 Italy

36.00

Ripe, dark fruits with lovely creamy tannins, this is the same grape as the Zinfandel.

Entre de Lunas Tempranillo, Finca Constantia, Toledo, Spain 2013/15

38.00

Finca Constancia represents the modern face of Spanish winemaking. Their full bodied Tempranillo
has intense, juicy red cherry flavours and soft vanilla notes and is silky smooth.

Shiraz/Grenache/Mataro, Three Amigos, Margaret River, Mchenry Hohnen, Australia
Châteauneuf style blend with full raspberry and black fruit flavours backed up with ripe, soft tannins and
attractive floral characters. A characterful wine.

39.00

RED WINES
Bottle

Domaine Jean Loron Les Saprolites Fleurie, 2017 Beaujolais, France

41.00

Bright, perfumed nose with fused red and black fruit. Generous, soft yet ripe black cherry and bramble on
a rich, well knitted palate fused with a touch of violet. A real charmer.

Pinot Noir, The Crusher, Clarksburg, California, 2017 South Africa

39.00

Smouldering away with inviting aromas of wild cherry, raspberry and cedar that combine with flavours of cherry and
cranberry on a silky textured palate, finishing long & mellow with some sweet spice.

Chateau Guinot Grand Cru, 2011 St Emilion, France

42.00

Developed plum and bramble nose with subtle oak and spice. Smooth texture on the palate with a core
of currant, bilberries fused with Christmas cake fruits and added spice.

Amancaya Malbec/Cabernet Sauvignon, Baron Philippe de Rothschild, 2016 Argentina

45.00

A complex flavour profile offers currant, graphite, tobacco, liquorice, and cedar, all finely balanced thanks to 12
months maturation in French oak. Claret in style, but with an extra fruit dimension and a charming, velvety
texture.

Cotes de Beaune Village 2014 Louis Jadot, France

55.00

A lovely ripe floral scent gives way to a wine that is rich and elegant and charming, finishing with a hint of new
oak.

Merlot, Wakefield Estate, Clare Valley, 2016 Australia

70.00

This wine displays lifted aromas of raspberry, cherry and violets with enticing vanilla bean, spice and cinnamon from
quality oak maturation. the wine showcases layers of ripe, dark fruit alongside rich fruit cake characters.

Amarone della Valpolicella, Corte Giara 2015, Allegrini, Verona, Italy

80.00

Dry and well-balanced. The traditional acidic note combines well with the softness of the fruit to
form a satisfying contrast and produce a supple, feisty wine.

Coudoulet de Beaucastel, Cotes du Rhone 2016, France

90.00

Attractive, vibrant nose of red berries and spice. Well knitted on the palate with hints of summer berries, blackcurrants
core with a seasoning of black pepper, nutmeg and vanilla.

Segla, Margaux, 2011, France

85.00

Luscious mouthfeel with plenty of blackcurrant, cherry and bramble. Well knitted with an underlying, vibrant acidity
and spice. Plenty of elegance that flows through onto a long silky finish.

Domaine Faiveley Gevrey-Chambertin 2015, France
Fused red and black fruit with integrated oak and a touch of violet. This is a more feminine style than the Nuits-SaintGeorges. A red fruit core with added raspberry and plum leads to a vibrant mid-palate with plenty of tension and grip
on the finish.

90.00

SOMETHING SWEET

Deen de Bortoli VAT 5 Botrytis Semillon, Australia

50ml

Bottle

4.50

21.50

5.50

29.00

Layers of botrytis flavours, citrus and a rich blend of stone fruits, integrated with subtle French
oak and uplifting acidity balance.

Campbell’s Rutherglen Muscat, Australia
Sumptuously rich, succulent fruits with great concentration on the palate. Packed full of dried
fruit and a hint of oak. Lingering, soft gently spiced finish.

Dr Loosen Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spatlese 2009, Germany

65.00

There is a lively minerality to the wine, along with a delicate and crisp acidity that perfectly balances the bright white
peach and lemon fruit. It's an aristocratic and charming wine that dances gracefully on the palate.

Chateau Climens, Barsac 2014 France

69.00

This noble sweet white wine, graceful and weightless, is a subtle wine that is like no other.

PORT AND SHERRY
Quinta do Noval LBV Port, 2009 Portugal

50ml

Bottle

3.95

35.00

5.50

55.00

Historic Quinta do Noval has a reputation amongst the best Duoro producers as one of the
finest houses. Several years in barrel has added a line of spice and savoury herbs to the very
expressive fruit notes.

Quinta do Noval 10YO Tawny Port, Portugal
Grapes are trodden by foot and aged in barrels to develop their nutty, complex flavours. This is
a crisp, fresh style of Tawny, ideal served lightly chilled.

